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WEB NEWS

Happy New Nears from AmeriWeb Hosting

Web News
Christmas is over, and now we celebrate a brand new year!

First, on behalf of all  of us here at AmeriWeb Hosting, I would like to wish
you and your families a great 2023.

Now for something fun. Each site we designed has an automatic feature to
show the current year at the bottom, often near the copyright disclaimer. It
automatically will update right at midnight.

It  is  based  upon  your  local  computer  time,  and  you  can  go watch  it  by
visiting  our  site (ameriwebhosting.com) and  hitting  refresh  a few seconds
after midnight.

Er,  that  is,  if  you  are  not  jumping  up  and  down  with  the  rest  of  us
celebrating!

Happy New Year 2023

HOW TO

We're pleased to announce PHP 8.2

We're pleased to announce that PHP 8.2 - the latest release of the PHP
scripting language - is being rolled out to all hosting servers.

PHP powers many popular web apps (like WordPress!), and it’s hard to
imagine the modern web without it. You can view a list of what’s new and
what’s changed in the official PHP 8.2 launch announcement.

Versions older than 8.0 will no longer be supported by the PHP project. That
means any bugs or security vulnerabilities discovered in versions of PHP 7.4
or earlier will not be fixed. They will continue to work, however, if needed to
run an older script or plugin.

PHP 8 brings improved security and faster performance. In fact, upgrading
from PHP 7 to PHP 8 can improve websites’ performance nearly threefold!

Blast off to PHP 8.2! We will be automatically updating websites to run 8.2
over the next few months. This involved testing your site to ensure full
compatability. If any issues are found, we will back PHP back to a known,
working version for you.
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As always, we’re here to help if ever you need us! You can reach out to our
support team at any time if you’ve got questions, or need some help with the
upgrade.

Thanks!
-Your AmeriWeb Support Team

MARKETING

What Is Robots.txt?

Robots.txt is a text file with instructions for search engine robots that tells
them which pages they can and cannot crawl and index. 

These instructions are specified by “allowing” or “disallowing” the behavior of
certain (or all) bots.

You can easily Block Duplicate & Non-Public Pages, Optimize Crawl, Hide
Resources and identify your sitemap location.

The syntax is straightforward:
User-agent: *
Disallow: /cgi-bin/
Disallow: /Templates/
Sitemap: https://ameriwebhosting.com/sitemap.xml

The location or URL is relative to your home directory. Do not use the full
URL (except the sitemap command). You can also have as many lines as are
needed, and wildcards are accepted.

If you need help with your robots.txt please feel free to contact me.

ASK A TECH

Q: I  need  my invoices for  2022,  my accountant  wants copies of  all
hosting related charges. How do I obtain them?
A:Each of our customers has an online account found here.  Just  click on
LOGIN, and you can download all  invoices,  both  paid  and  unpaid.  If  you
don't remember your login/pw, just drop me a line and I will resend it to you.
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